
Controlled Methods Test (CMT) – Weekly Update: July 21, 2022

This is your weekly update regarding the Controlled Methods Test (CMT) sent to you from the TKPOA Owner
Communication Working Group (comprised of volunteer Homeowners). We are committed to providing our fellow
TKPOA Homeowners with these weekly updates, until the time that the turbidity curtains are removed.

KEY POINTS:

● Emergency Rule update: It’s OK to kayak & paddle, but please, no swimming (people or
pets) in restricted areas

● Triclopyr degradation suggests mid-August re-opening for Area B, perhaps a week earlier
for Area A if “stirring” works

● The proposal to “lock” the UV-C boat into Area A is delayed by increasing complexity
● Harvesting and Pile Pick-Up slip another week due to labor shortage and launch logistics
● HAB signs to go up this week due to an algal bloom in LFA Site #26
● Our new water quality department manager, Kristine Lebo, started Monday.  Welcome

Kristine!

*Reminder:  WQ Town Hall Forum is on Thursday July 28th from 6:00 to 8:00 pm. Attend at TKPOA
Pavilion or via Zoom link found at tkpoa.com*

CMT Efficacy: Despite the weather challenges and setbacks associated with Triclopyr degradation, the
CMT is working. We are learning a lot. In previous e-blasts, we have reported that both herbicides appear
to be effective against their respective target species, and the UV-C treatments (UV-C only sites) in Sites
22-24 visibly knocked back the weeds. We plan to share the results of the next hydroacoustic scan with
homeowners when it is available. The technical team is working to quantify the test results, with plans to
publish a progress report by the end of August.

No Swimming: The emergency rule has been amended to clarify that non-motorized activities (kayaking,
paddleboarding) are OK in the restricted areas, but that swimming (people and pets) is prohibited.
Herbicide concentrations have been in the “safe” zone for weeks, but there are concerns about poor
water visibility and areas of dense weeds. These concerns should be mitigated when the curtains are
removed and harvesting and fragment collection resume.

Re-Opening: Triclopyr readings over the last three weeks are indicating a half-life of ~10 days, or a drop
of about 35% per week (raw data is attached). If degradation continues at this rate, Area B would qualify
for re-opening sometime in the 3rd week of August. Triclopyr levels in most of Area A suggest that
re-opening there might be a week ahead of Area B but only if the “stirring” activities in Sites 5 and 14 are
effective. The WQ team is now operating the Omnicat daily in these areas to accelerate mixing. We
expect to see data on the impact of the “stirring” effort early next week.

Locking UV-C Boat: It’s one step forward, two steps back on the proposal to “lock” the UV-C Boat
through the curtains at Site #2.  The 3-curtain approach has gotten significantly more complicated as
Lahontan would now like to see a new outer set of double turbidity curtains placed in a location far
enough from the existing two sets that there is a “non-detect” for both herbicides. This could put the new
curtain as far out as monitoring location CSTN123 (see monitoring map attached last week), and put
more than an additional handful of homes into the restricted area. It would also require an extra round of
sampling, with the associated lag time as we wait for results. The proposal moves forward, hopefully with



a final “go” or “no go” next week.  Craning and launching the UV-C Boat into Site #14 were eliminated
from consideration due to logistical challenges.

Harvesting & Pile Pick-up: This has been delayed another week due to staff shortage and logistics
associated with launching the harvesters - there is only enough staff to run one Harvester/skimming team.
Harvester #3 is now in the east lagoon and will be harvesting from TMS to Cove 3 Waterway from July 25
to July 29 (see map attached). There will be Pile Pick-Up on Thursday, July 28th in the West Lagoon in
areas outside of the turbidity curtains. In the meantime, homeowners are urged to dry any raked weeds,
and include them in your green waste. This schedule will be published on tkpoa.com. We hope to have
Harvester #4 launched at east Garmisch this week. TKPOA leadership has made recruitment a top
priority for months, but with little success. The board is reviewing staffing and compensation plans this
week, with all options on the table.

HAB: As in years past, the AIS Team takes monthly water samples in Site #26 (Traverse, Slalom, and
Christie) due to requirements for an existing LFA permit. These samples get sent to Bend Genetics to be
tested for HABs (Harmful Algal Blooms). The results from the July sampling indicated that there are toxic
algae present which triggered the WQ Team to put up “Caution” Signage around the LFA Site #26 area.
These signs will warn you to not let your animals swim or drink the water, stay away from the algae and
scum, keep children away etc. Please call the WQ Department if you have any questions. Please note,
these warnings and HABs are typically seen this time of year in the Keys Lagoons.

For additional information and updates, please refer to the TKPOA Water Quality website at
www.keysweedsmanagement.org or follow us on Instagram at @tahoekeyspoa_wq. You can also contact
the TKPOA Association Office, at 530-542-6444, Monday – Friday from 8:30AM – 4:30PM, Saturday and
Sunday from 10:00AM – 2:00PM.

If you have additional questions, contact the TKPOA Water Quality Department directly by calling
530-542-6444, ext. 275 Monday – Friday from 8:30AM – 4:30PM or by email at
waterquality@tahoekeyspoa.org.
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